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Modulating the triplet chromophore environment
to prolong the emission lifetime of ultralong
organic phosphorescence†
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The molecular environment plays a vital role in regulating the photo-

physical properties of optoelectronic functional materials. Here, in a

series of phenoxazine derivatives with a triazine core and double-

branched structures, we found that changes in the surroundings of

the triplet chromophore are important to regulate the organic phos-

phorescence lifetime. The emission lifetime of the 10,100-(6-methoxy-

1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diyl)bis(10H-phenoxazine) (MT) molecule with the

strongest interaction between the triplet chromophore reached

325.26 ms, which is 387 times longer than that of the 10,100-(6-

ethoxy-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diyl)bis(10H-phenoxazine) (ET) molecule with

the weakest interaction (0.84 ms). This work indicates that the modula-

tion of the triplet chromophore environment is essential to the perfor-

mance regulation of organic phosphorescence, which will provide

guidance for the development of organic room temperature phosphor-

escent materials.

The molecular environment plays a crucial role in manipulat-
ing the optoelectronic performance of organic functional mate-
rials in various fields owing to the interactions between the
functional units and surrounding molecules.1–4 For example,
luminogens with D–A architectures show colourful emission
along with fine spectral structure changes in different solvents,
which is ascribed to diverse secondary bonds between the
chromophores and the surrounding solvents, such as hydrogen
bonds, dipole–dipole interactions, etc., that is the solvent
effect.5–7 For a series of luminogens with aggregation-induced
emission features, the photoluminescence (PL) quantum effi-
ciency exhibits a significant improvement as the molecular
environment changes from solution to solid state, since the
molecular motions of the luminogens can be strictly confined
by surrounding molecules in the solid state.8–10 Coincidently,
there also exist similar luminescent behaviours in host–guest
materials. By doping guest molecules into the different hosts,
some luminescence properties can be manipulated greatly,
such as the emission colours, quantum efficiency, even emis-
sion lifetimes and so on.11–13 In other words, the molecular
environment has momentous impacts on the optoelectronic
properties of functional materials, which is beneficial to
enhance the performance of devices based on these functional
materials.
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Recently, room temperature phosphorescence (RTP) in
purely organic materials has received widespread attention
due to long-lived lifetimes, large Stokes shift, and rich excited
states.14–16 To obtain efficient RTP, it needs two requirements.
One is to generate abundant triplet excitons by promoting the
intersystem crossing (ISC) process of excitons from the singlet
excited states to the triplet excited states. The other is to make
the triplet excitons as stable as possible by suppressing the non-
radiative transition process. The inhibition of the non-radiative
transition process is highly dependent on the molecular
environment, especially in crystals.17–19 Therefore, great suc-
cesses in understanding the relationship between intermolecu-
lar interactions and RTP performance have been achieved
based on various molecular structures.20–23 Notably, each RTP
molecule can be constructed with multiple units with different
functions, such as chromophores responsible for emission,
assembly groups in charge of intermolecular interactions,
auxiliary units taking charge of the regulation of intermolecular
stacking, etc., of which the environment is quite different.24,25

In the previous reports, some efforts were made to study the
effect of the molecular environment on phosphorescent
properties.26,27 In 2019, our group proposed that the effective
stacking between triplet chromophores plays a crucial role in
the generation of ultralong organic phosphorescence;28 how-
ever, the influence of the surrounding environment of the
triplet chromophore on the properties of RTP has been rarely
studied. Thus, it is critical to make the chromophore surround-
ings clear for improving RTP performance, especially for mole-
cules containing more than one chromophore (Fig. 1a).
However, there are barely any reports on understanding the
influence of the chromophore environment on the RTP
performance.

Herein, we designed and synthesized a series of phenoxazine
based molecules as shown in Fig. 1b, which were named as
10,100-(6-methoxy-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diyl)bis(10H-phenoxazine) (MT),
10,100-(6-ethoxy-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diyl)bis(10H-phenoxazine) (ET),
10,100-(6-propoxy-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diyl)bis(10H-phenoxazine) (PT)

and 10,100-(6-butoxy-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diyl)bis(10H-phenoxazine) (BT).
Phenoxazine was chosen as a chromophore, while triazine with
multiple nitrogen atoms was selected as a functional unit to construct
secondary interactions. Inspired by the research on alkyl chain
engineering for regulating intermolecular stacking for high perfor-
mance in organic electronics,29,30 alkyls were used as auxiliary units.
What’s more, alkyls have little effect on the molecular electronic
configuration.31–33 Their molecular structures were confirmed by
NMR (Fig. S1–S8, ESI†), elemental analysis, high-resolution mass
spectrometry (HRMS) (Fig. S9–S12, ESI†), and X-ray single-crystal
diffraction. By adjusting the length of the alkyl chain, the phosphor-
escence lifetime of MT is up to 325.26 ms, which is increased by
387 times compared with the ET molecule in the crystal. To the
best of our knowledge, it is the longest lifetime for phenoxazine
derivatives.34–36 Apart from the phosphorescence lifetime variation,
phosphorescence colours were also tuned from yellow to green by
manipulating the alkyl chains. Combining single-crystal analyses and
theoretical calculations, we found that the precise environment
changes of chromophore units played a vital role in manipulating
the phosphorescence lifetime. This finding builds a bridge to under-
stand the relationship between the chromophore environments and
phosphorescence properties, which is beneficial to design novel UOP
molecules with excellent performance.

Firstly, photophysical properties of the phenoxazine phosphors
were investigated in a dilute solution and crystal. In a dilute
dichloromethane solution, the absorption spectra of MT, ET, PT
and BT molecules showed similar profiles with multiple peaks
between 250 and 350 nm (Fig. S13, ESI†), which were attributed
to p–p* - n�p*transitions. Meanwhile, the four compounds
showed similar steady-state PL emission peaks at 300 and 400 nm
in dichloromethane solution, which might be attributed to the local
excited-state and charge-transfer state (Fig. S14, ESI†), due to their
donor–acceptor (D–A) architectures, proved by the red-shift of the
wide emission bands with an increase in the solvent polarity.
Notably, the phosphorescence spectra of MT, ET, PT and BT in
2-methyltetrahydrofuran at 77 K were completely identical with
peaks at 405 nm (Fig. S15, ESI†).

In the crystalline state, these four compounds showed sky
blue fluorescent emission under UV-light excitation and after-
glow emission after a delayed time of 8 ms. The phosphores-
cence nature of afterglow emission for these four phosphors in
the crystal state was further confirmed by the evidence of the
reduced intensity of emission with the environment changed
from vacuum to oxygen (Fig. S17, ESI†). Moreover, the lifetimes
of the four molecules in the short-wavelength range at around
450 nm are all in the nanosecond scale, indicating that the blue
emission is assigned to the fluorescence (Fig. S18, ESI†). As
shown in Fig. 2a, MT showed persistent luminescence after the
UV lamp was switched off with an ultra-long lifetime as long as
325.26 ms (Fig. 2b, Table S2 and Fig. S19, ESI†), which is
387 times longer than that of the ET molecule (0.84 ms). And
MT molecules, unlike the other three molecules, can be excited
by visible light at around 420 nm, from the excitation-
phosphorescence emission mappings (Fig. 2c and Fig. S16,
ESI†), which is currently rare in RTP materials. Moreover, we
found that the phosphorescence of MT in the crystal state

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic illustration of the chromophore environment.
(b) Chemical structures of organic phosphors with different phosphores-
cence lifetimes.
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showed a red-shift with bright yellow afterglow emission at
540 nm compared with the other three molecules. In addition,
we checked the RTP performance in the amorphous state by
doping the four phosphors into PMMA. No persistent lumines-
cence was observed, indicating that the packing of the crystal
has a key effect on the phosphorescence properties.

To understand the difference of emission lifetimes within
the similar molecular structures with different alkyl chain
lengths, X-ray single crystal diffraction and theoretical calcula-
tions were carried out (Fig. S20–S25, ESI†). The crystal struc-
tures of the four compounds all showed a distorted asymmetric
configuration due to the directive effect of the alkyl chain, and
the angle between the triazine ring and the phenazine on the
side of the alkyl chain benzene ring is inversely proportional to
the lifetime (Fig. S20, ESI†). Moreover, we found that the triplet
chromophore was distributed on the same side of phenazine
directed by the alkyl chains via calculating the natural transi-
tion orbitals (NTOs) of the lowest triplet excited states (Fig. 3a
and b and Fig. S25, ESI†). After analyzing the intermolecular
interactions on individual molecules, we found that the inter-
molecular interactions on molecules modified with different
alkyl chain lengths varied considerably. The central molecule of
the longer-lived MT molecule is subjected to 20 types of
interactions in total, including C–H� � �p, C–H� � �C–H, C–H� � �N,
etc., with the distances ranging from 2.343 to 3.389 Å. Com-
pared with the MT molecule, the shortest-lived ET molecule has
less restrictive interactions around the molecule and relatively
increased distances (2.585–3.310 Å) with relatively weaker
strength (Fig. 3c and d). The strong confinement effect can

suppress the nonradiative transition and thus prolong the
lifetime of the material. By analyzing the distribution of triplet
chromophores around a central triplet chromophore, it was
found that the longest-lived methoxy molecule has seven triplet
chromophores around a triplet excited state center, which was
densely distributed. However, for the ET molecule, it has only
three chromophores around a triplet chromophore center,
which was a relatively loose distribution (Fig. S21, ESI†). The
distance analysis between dimer and trimer triplet chromo-
phores also proves that the interaction between triplet chromo-
phores in MT molecules is more close (Fig. S22, ESI†). The
triplet chromophores between the MT layers are connected
head-to-head by the interaction of C–H� � �p, which was strong
with the distance of 2.857 and 2.889 Å. However, for ET
molecules there was no interaction between the triplet chro-
mophores between the interlayers. And the triplet chromo-
phore and the non-triplet chromophore in the other two
molecules (PT and BT) interacted in the head-to-tail direction,
separating the interaction between the triplet chromophores
(Fig. S23, ESI†). Therefore, we speculated that the stable triplet
excitons generated due to the enhanced interactions between
the triplet chromophores, which constructed a relatively rigid
environment to restrain the non-radiative transition of the
triplet excitons, and thus to prolong the emission lifetime of
the materials. Hence, we proposed that the rational modulation
of the triplet chromophore environment is crucial for enhan-
cing the ultralong organic phosphorescence lifetime.

To further prove our hypothesis, we calculated the free
volume distributions of the four molecules by using Materials

Fig. 2 Photophysical properties of MT, ET, PT and BT in crystals under ambient conditions. (a) Normalized steady-state photoluminescence (dotted
lines) and phosphorescence (solid lines) spectra of MT, ET, PT and BT crystals. Insets: Photographs of MT, ET, PT and BT crystals under 365 nm UV light on
(left) and off (right). (b) Comparison of phosphorescence lifetimes for MT, ET, PT and BT in crystals. (c) Excitation-phosphorescence emission mapping of
the MT crystal.
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Studio (MS) software (Fig. S24, ESI†), which provides more
space for nonradiative decay by molecular motions. The results
showed that the compactness of the entire molecular packing
does have a great impact on the RTP performance. ET with the
shortest lifetime has nearly twice the porosity volume com-
pared to the other molecules, but the proportion of free volume
in MT with the longest lifetime is slightly larger than that of
the BT molecule, further proving the predominance of mole-
cular interactions between triplet chromophores on the UOP
enhancement.

To further explore the mechanism, we used a visual
approach named reduced density gradient (RDG) to evaluate
the weak intermolecular interactions in the dimer. It is
regarded that the green flaky regions represent intermolecular
interactions around the triplet chromophores. Obviously, only
the MT molecule showed an extensive green area, suggesting
the existence of weak intermolecular interactions in the dimer
(Fig. S26, ESI†), which further stabilized the triplet excitons by
restraining the non-radiative transition to prolong the emission
lifetime (Fig. 4b). In contrast, there are no weak intermolecular

Fig. 4 Proposed mechanism for ultra-long phosphorescence (a). Natural transition orbitals (NTOs) of T1 states for the MT and ET dimer. (b) The
mechanism of the different emission behaviours in the compound.

Fig. 3 Theoretical calculation and crystal analysis of MT and ET molecules. Natural transition orbitals (NTOs) of T1 states for MT (a) and ET (b) molecules.
Intermolecular interactions around one molecule of MT (c) and ET (d) in the crystal state. The packing modes of MT (e) and ET (f) crystals. The yellow
labels in e and f represent the triplet chromophore.
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interactions between the triplet chromophores in dimers of ET,
PT, and BT, respectively (Fig. S26, ESI†). Furthermore, we
calculated the excited-state electronic structures including the
nature transitions orbitals (NTOs) and spin–orbit coupling
(SOC) in the dimer at the B3LYP/def2-SVP level, indicating that
the electron clouds of NTOs located on two MT molecules with
a larger delocalization space, which stabilized the triplet exci-
tons and prolongs their lifetime. The SOC value between T1 and
S0 was decreased by two orders of magnitude from 1.687 cm�1

in ET to 0.01 cm�1 in MT (Fig. 4a), corresponding to less
efficient nonradiative decay, which agrees well with the experi-
mental results (Fig. 4a). These results show that the stacking
between the triplet and the triplet chromophores causes NTOs
in the dimers to be distributed more on phenoxazines. And the
smaller SOC value causes the triplet electrons to have a larger
delocalization space, which is beneficial to the UOP perfor-
mance (Fig. 4b).

Conclusions

In summary, we have developed an effective strategy to improve the
properties of ultralong organic phosphorescence through the
manipulation of the triplet chromophore environment. The MT
molecule with the strongest triplet chromophore interactions
showed an ultra-long lifetime of 325.26 ms, which is over 300 times
more than its counterparts. Through the single crystal analysis and
theoretical calculation, it was proved that the intense intermolecular
interactions around the triplet chromophores stabilized the triplet
excitons and prolonged the lifetime of the material. The modulation
of the triplet chromophore environment will be beneficial for
improving the ultralong organic phosphorescence This research
will provide a design principle to realize UOP materials with high
performance.
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